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September 17, 2020

Pandemic Recovery LOA
Frequently Asked Questions, JRM Matrix, and Pilot Grouping

 

A list of questions and answers regarding the Pandemic Recovery LOA, information on
the updated junior man matrix if the TA is approved, and the initial seniority numbers
for the pilot groupings are shown below. LEC informational meetings have begun and
will be complemented by MEC information daily. Please be sure to attend your local
council meetings and Zoom sessions and send your questions to the PDR inbox “TA
Questions-Pandemic Recovery LOA” at the top of the committee dropdown. Please do
not engage in spreading rumors or false information-please be sure to get the facts to
make an informed decision.
 
LOA Updated Junior Man Matrix
 
If the Tentative Agreement passes, 2800 displacements will be canceled, and these
pilots will return to their pre-pandemic seats. Under LOA paragraph G.3, pilots who do
not have their displacements canceled can use an updated junior man matrix to choose
a new bump destination (provided that destination was not available when they were
originally displaced).
 
The chart below shows the junior man for each category with and without the LOA. To
be clear, this chart is a best estimate and may change based on the actual selections
pilots make following implementation of the LOA. For example, the current junior man
for EWR 737 CA using the “w/o LOA” row is 5648; with the LOA in place, the new
junior man shown on the “LOA” row will be 8054.
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Senior/Middle/Junior Groupings
 
The tentative list for the initial pilot groupings is shown below. The seniority numbers
referenced below are based on the July 2020 seniority list. The final groups for
November and December will be determined using the October 1 snapshot. These
groupings are adjusted each quarter for pilots who leave the seniority list.
 
In accordance with paragraph I.1.c, pilots who take P-VSL 1 will not be included in the
groupings. Pilots awarded a P-VSL 2 will be included in the groupings; these pilots will
only be removed from the list when their P-VSL terminates. The Age 65 retirements
slated for the term of this LOA are also shown.
 

Group Number of Pilots July SL#

Senior 4,200 4,768

Middle 4,297 9,151

Junior 3,894 13,047

 
 

Estimated SL# 20 Q4 21 Q1 21 Q2 21 Q3

 
Senior

 
4,768 4,824 4,882 4,952
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Middle

 

9,151 9,151 9,174 9,246

 
Junior

 
13,047 13,047 13,047 13,047

 

  20
Q4

21
Q1

21
Q2

21
Q3

21
Q4

22
Q1

22
Q2

22
Q3

Retirements 59 61 72 52 66 46 50 75

Cumulative 59 120 192 244 310 356 406 481

 
Frequently Asked Questions
 
This list of questions and answers is broken out by the appropriate paragraphs found in
the LOA.

Table of Contents

A Furlough Protection
B Removal of Six Seats from 76-Seat Aircraft
C Additional Restrictions on United Express Flying
D Pilot Voluntary Separation Leave (P-VSL) Program Round Two
E Restrictions on Stock Buyback
F Pay Rate Protection
G Displacement Cancellations
H Staffing
I Work Reductions
J Guaranteed COLA
K Quarterly Industry True-Up
L Permanent UPA Changes
M Permanent UPA Change, Subject to Utilization of Paragraph I
N 5% Pay Raise
O Miscellaneous
P Impact on Previous Programs
S Impact of Additional Government Assistance
T Termination Triggers
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SECTION A: FURLOUGH PROTECTION
Q1       Can the company furlough pilots for any reason prior to the start of the June 2021
bid period?

A1        Not while this LOA is in effect. (A.1)

Q2       What would cause the no furlough provision to extend until December 2021?

A2        If the company does not accept the offered loan made available as part of the original
CARES Act, or fails to secure a loan of an equal amount. (S.3)   

Q3       How many pilots can the company furlough starting in June 2021, while this LOA is
still in effect?

A3        Based on the July 2020 seniority list, there are 2,007 pilots who have been hired after
August 20, 2016 who may be furloughed. If they refuse the CARES loan, that furlough cannot be
until December 2021. (A.2)

Q4       If we are doing these reductions, why is the company still allowed to furlough in
June?

A4        The cost savings for the work reductions in this LOA are based on 2,007 furloughs. The
company agreed to forego those savings until June in the hopes of demand recovering to a
better level and not having to furlough any pilots. Absent this agreement, the company has
announced it will furlough at least 3,900 pilots.

Q5       What happens if the company furloughs any pilot whose date of hire is before
August 20, 2016?

A5        The MPG reductions and other Temporary Provisions of the LOA are terminated the
same day. (T.3)

Q6       Will the reduction in MPG affect the amount of furlough pay?

A6        No. If pilots are furloughed they will receive furlough pay based on 73 hours a month. (O.1)

SECTION B: REMOVAL OF SIX SEATS FROM 76-
SEAT AIRCRAFT
Q7       If we are under reduced MPG in November, when will the seats come out?

A7        The company must have the seats removed by December 1. (R.1)

Q8       What happens if a 76-seater operates a revenue flight while the pilots are under
reduced MPG?
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A8        The MPG reductions and other Temporary Provisions of the LOA terminate the same
day. (T.4)

SECTION C: ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS ON
UNITED EXPRESS FLYING
Q9       What is the purpose of this new provision?

A9        In previous downturns, mainline pilots saw the shifting of flying to its regional partners.
This provision ensures that Express does not recover at a faster pace than Mainline.

Q10     Does this provision replace our current block hour limitations on Express?

A10     No. This is a new more restrictive added layer of protection.

Q11     What is UPA section 1-C-1-f-(2)?

A11     This is the current UPA provision that excuses the company from compliance with the
existing 120% Express block hour limit if they demonstrate it’s due to “circumstances beyond the
company’s control.” The provision in the LOA C.2 states that if the company invokes this clause,
the MPG reductions will not be used during that time. Note that the new LOA restriction limiting
Express to 100% of mainline narrowbody cannot be avoided with this “force majeure” provision.
(C.2)

Q12     Would this provision have made a difference in September or October bid periods?

A12     Yes, in both bid periods the company would have needed to make changes to the amount
of block hours. For September, United would have needed to schedule 24,246 more narrowbody
block hours, reduced Express by 24,246 block hours, or some combination of the two. For
October, United would have needed to schedule 4,820 additional narrowbody hours, reduced
Express 4,820 block hours, or some combination of the two. For reference, 4,820 additional
block hours on mainline equates to about 140 additional narrowbody lineholders.

SECTION D: PILOT SEPARATION LEAVE (PVSL-2)
PROGRAM ROUND TWO
Q13     How many pilots are eligible to be awarded P-VSL-2?

A13     Approximately 6,600 pilots meet the eligibility requirements of PVSL-2. (D.1)

Q14     Why does PVSL-2 only provide for 24 months of payments?

A14     The average obligation the company had in PVSL-1 was 18.8 months of payments (due
to the fact that many eligible pilots were within 1-2 years of retirement). With the unused
inventory, we were able to translate that into more awards at 24 months versus fewer awards at
36 months.

Q15     How was the number of PVSL-2 awards determined?
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A15     In the original PVSL if all the eligible pilots would have taken the award, the company
would have awarded 1,109 pilots. PVSL-1 was not fully subscribed, so the balance 655 will be
awarded in PVSL-2. (D.3)

Q16     In addition to 50 hours of pay for up to 24 months, and active benefits for up to 60
months, what other benefits does a pilot receive as part of PVSL-2?

A16     PVSL-2 pilots will continue to receive 16% PRAP contributions for 24 months (8
hours/month). Additionally, the pilots are entitled to a paid move, active pass travel for 24
months, and the choice of 250,000 MileagePlus miles or sixteen one-way positive space passes.
(LOA 20-03 C.1.c, D, E)

Q17     How much weight does the paid move cover?

A17     The move covers 25,000 pounds just as the UPA does, unless the pilot is taking P-VSL2
with less than five months before retirement. (LOA 20-03 D.2)

Q18     Any waiver for PVSL-2?

A18     Pilots will be required to acknowledge the irrevocability of the award at the time they enter
the bid. They will not be required to sign the separate waiver that was required in PVSL-1 as we
were able to streamline the process. You will be allowed to change your bid while the bidding
window is open. Once the bidding window closes, you will not be allowed to back out. (D.1)

Q19     Will the hours of pay be reduced below 50 for PVSL and PVSL-2 as part of this
LOA?

A19     No. Everyone awarded PVSL will receive 50 hours a pay (plus 8 hours B/C fund) for the
amount of time in the programs as outlined in the agreements.

SECTION E: RESTRICTIONS ON STOCK BUYBACK
Q20     While under reduced MPG can the company buy back any of its stock?

A20     No. (E)

Q21     Isn’t the company already restricted from buying back stock as part of the CARES
Act?

A21     Yes. This LOA provision is in place in case the company pays back the loans early and
would no longer be under the CARES Act restrictions. (E)

SECTION F: PAY RATE PROTECTION
Q22     Why does this agreement extend pilots’ pay protection?

A22     Without pay protection, the displacement cancelations could become meaningless. By
pay protecting pilots the company is incentivized to return them to their old categories promptly.
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Q23     Why are pilots required to switch to 737 FO instead of 320 FO (or for widebody
FOs, 787 instead of the 777) if previously qualified (within 34 months) in order to keep the
pay protection?

A23     This provision only applies within the same Base. The Company is forecasting the 737
and 787 fleets will have most flying return the quickest. The company wants to requalify the most
pilots as quickly as possible on these fleets. The affected pilots wishing to keep their 777 FO or
320 FO bumps can keep them, but they lose pay protection.  (F.3)

Q24     Why are pilots required to keep bidding the category in which they are being pay
protected?

A24     Because they are pay protected on that equipment, they are expected to return to their
old categories prior to the end of the LOA if possible, or to higher paying equipment.  (D.2)

Q25     If I bid on other vacancies will I lose my pay protection?

A25     No. It’s OK to bid positions that pay the same or greater than your pay protection, as long
as you keep bidding for your pay protected category at 100% above lesser paying positions. (F.2)

Q26     I am flying with an FO who is getting Captain pay, is that right?

A26     This provision exists today as part of the UPA. Additionally, in most cases when an FO is
flying a PPU trip they are earning more per hour than the Captain. The Company’s intent is to
return pilots to their positions so that the pay protection costs are avoided. If there were no pay
protection, that incentive would not exist. Eliminating pay protection wouldn’t give a single pilot
more money, but it would give more money to the Company.  (UPA 8-F-5)

SECTION G: DISPLACEMENT CANCELATIONS
Q27     Why aren’t all displacements canceled?

A27     The company canceled as many displacements as it felt it could handle. The company
wants to carry extra narrow body captains as that positions them for the fastest recovery. The
company will address any other staffing gaps with vacancy bids.

Q28     Can I volunteer now for a displacement?

A28     No.

Q29     I have been displaced more than once; am I allowed to submit a new displacement
choice?

A29     Maybe. In order to select a new displacement choice, you must have at least one
displacement that is not canceled and now be able to hold a different category that was not
previously available on the junior man matrix. (G.3)

Q30     What if I have already completed training for a displacement that has been
canceled?
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A30     If you are satisfied with your displacement outcome and are not interested in keeping the
pay protection, you can opt to remain in your new category. If you have already been trained in
your displaced position, the company will be sending you to requalification training to get you
requalified in your old category.

SECTION H: STAFFING
Q31     What is the significance of March 31, 2021 in this provision?

A31     This is an approximation of when the normal 120 day ‘grandfather rights’ clock would end
following the displacement cancelation process and selection of new bump destinations based
on the updated junior man matrix. (G.3)

SECTION I: WORK REDUCTIONS GROUPING
Q32     Why are we splitting the pilot group into three groups with different work reduction
levels?

A32     The MEC determined that if the same reduction had been assigned equally to all pilots,
the reductions would have been unreasonably deep for pilots who were at no risk of furlough. A
number of variations were discussed and this one was determined to be the fairest to each
segment of the seniority list, based on the risk each portion faced from furloughs and
downgrades. Pilots likely to be furloughed take the largest reduction. Pilots in the middle facing
significant downgrades and/or potential furlough take less of a reduction. And senior pilots facing
less significant or no downgrades take less of a reduction.

Q33     Is this a “B” scale, or worse?

A33     No. A “B” scale is when two pilots who do the same exact work are compensated under
different pay rate tables. Under this LOA there is no reduction to the pay rate tables - pilots in all
three subgroups are still paid the same UPA hourly rate, some will just have their lines built with
fewer work days. Currently in the UPA, we already allow categories to be built to different line
values. Seniority already earns advantages in trip trading, premium pay pickup, and vacation
accrual.

Q34     Why are we comparing the flying level to 2019 which was the high-water mark?

A34     We are comparing our flying level to 2019 because that is the amount of flying that aligns
with the size of the current seniority list.

Q35     Are we demonstrating to the company our willingness to use this type of model
even in good times?

A35     No. These work reductions are only in place while we experience demand reductions far
greater than any experienced before. Once flying returns to levels similar to those found following
the worst reduction in aviation history (about a 30% reduction in 2001), we will no longer take any
work reductions. During a normal year the difference between the peak and valley of pilot block
hours is less than half that amount (12%), so reductions like this are unnecessary. (I.2.a.i)
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Q36     Am I going to make less for doing the same amount of work?

A36     No. Hourly pay rates are unchanged. A day of reserve still has an MPG of 4:03:20. Trips
still have M5D and all other RIGs applied. This LOA does not change any rig or credit time
values found in the UPA. The only thing this LOA reduces is the required days of work.

Q37     Why did ALPA agree to this scheme of reduced work?

A37     For two reasons. First, ALPA was not interested in reducing the value of a day of work.
ALPA’s interest was in spreading around the reduced amount of work in order to employ the
highest possible number of pilots. Second, ALPA wanted to ensure any temporary solution would
be extremely untenable should the company want to impose any changes permanently through
the bankruptcy process. In the event the company was to seek bankruptcy, the last thing they
would be seeking from a judge would be provisions that required it to carry several thousand
extra pilots working fewer hours with full time benefits. In bankruptcy the company would seek to
do exactly the opposite - they would maximize furloughs and would want the remaining pilots to
work up to FAR limits.

WORK REDUCTIONS LINEHOLDERS
Q38     In normal times, how often are line holders paid MPG instead of PTC or LPV?

A38     Prior to the downturn, 12% of lineholders system wide were paid based on MPG versus
PTC or LPV. Of that 12%, it was mostly attributed to having vacation in the bid period. We expect
during this LOA to see lines built closer to MPG, resulting in more occurrences of MPG pay being
the highest.

Q39     What prevents the company from making all the line holders fly low value lines?

A39     The whole purpose of the work reduction provisions is for the company to be able to keep
every pilot employed while reducing the amount of guarantee paid. That is accomplished by
building lines above MPG as much as possible. The flying levels are anticipated to be in the
vicinity of MPG.

WORK REDUCTIONS RESERVES
Q40     A majority of lineholders usually end up being paid PTC or LPV versus MPG. What
will prevent the reserve pilots from taking a bigger reduction?

A40     In order to keep the number of reserves closer to traditional percentages of lineholders,
the minimum reserve days increase as the category LPA increases. For example, if the
“Minimum reserve days” table shows a minimum requirement for 9 reserve days for the junior
group, but the junior group lineholders are actually building to an LPA of 60, the reserve will be
pulled up to 15 reserve days instead of the 9 day minimum (MPG of 60:50). (I.3.a.iii)

WORK REDUCTIONS MISCELLANEOUS
Q41     Why are partial month unpaid absences not being included in PBS?
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A41     With the increased number of days off, in most cases the unpaid absence will not be
reducing your availability to the company to complete the amount of flying set for your group and
category. Reducing MPG proportionally becomes very complicated when starting with a lower
MPG value, so instead these absences will be loaded after line awards and will result in dropped
trips and reserve days. This allows the pilot who knows he has a partial month absence to either
bid to minimize or maximize the work days dropped, depending on his preference. This will also
serve to seed open time to some extent. (I.4.a)

WORK REDUCTIONS INSTRUCTORS AND
EVALUATORS
Q42     Are the Instructors and Evaluators taking work reductions parallel to the line
pilots?

A42     While the pay scheme is different for the Instructors and Evaluators, as it is under the
UPA, the allowable work reductions are in line with the line pilots. (I.5.a.i).

SECTION J: GUARANTEED COLA
Q43     Who can take this COLA?

A43     Any pilot. (J.1)

Q44     I am a senior widebody captain can I take a COLA for November-December-
January?

A44     Yes, the company cannot deny you the ability to take a three-month COLA. (J.1)

Q45     I was able to find employment in anticipation of being furloughed this fall and it will
pay me more than I can make as a Junior group pilot. How long can I keep taking three-
month COLAS?

A45     You will be able to continue taking three-month COLAS as long as pilots are working
under the LOA. (J.4)

SECTION K: QUARTERLY INDUSTRY TRUE-UP
Q46     What is the purpose of this?

A46     This is to protect us from the company being too conservative adding flying back in the
recovery compared to the industry. (K.4)

Q47     Who makes up the definition of “industry” for this provision?

A47     The airlines used in the true up are American, Delta and Southwest. (K.1)

Q48     Can the true up make our MPG go down?
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A48  No. The true up can only result in bringing MPGs up. (K.5)

SECTION L: FIRST CLASS DEADHEADING
Q49     Does this apply to deadhead deviations?

A49     No, but if you earn a 21-AA credit for incorrect seating on a deadhead, you can now apply
it to a deadhead deviation. (L.1.iii)

Q50     A FC seat was not available when they booked my deadhead now what?

A50     If the deadhead was booked at least three hours prior to departure, you will be placed on
the top of the FC upgrade list, and the booking engine will continuously search for an open FC
seat. If the booking is made within three hours, you will be placed on the FC upgrade list per
company business travel policy. (L.1.i)

IMPROVEMENTS TO PBS RESERVE (NON-PROFILE)
Q51     What is “non-profile” reserve schedule?

A51     This resurrects an old United contract provision that allows the most senior group of
reserves to pick which days off they want to have, as long as it complies with the reserve day
patterns in UPA 5-E-7, and not be subject to the company’s coverage requirements. (L.2)

CHANGE TO SECTION 8-D-2 BIDDING FREEZE

Q52     What changed with bidding freezes?

A52     If you bid sideways (737 to 320 or 777 to 787) or down in pay bands in the same Base,
your freeze will be 36 months. If you take a sideways or down bid in another Base your freeze is
the same as today, 24 months. There are no changes to the provisions allowing you to upgrade
into the same equipment or take a bid in a new Base. For example, if an IAH 320CA bids IAH
737CA, they will get a 36-month freeze. However, they could instead bid ORD 737CA (24 month
freeze) then lateral to IAH 737CA. (L.3)

POST-AWARD TRAINING PAY

Q53     Why was this improvement part of this agreement?

A53     With the amount of training that we will experience from so many displacement
cancelations coupled with more days off, the timing of this improvement was important. With
more days off in a line award, post award training is more likely to occur on days off, and under
the current contract those days would pay nothing, since no trips or reserve days would be
dropped.

Q54     How is this an improvement?
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A54     Under the current UPA, a pilot who is assigned post award training on days off does not
receive any increased compensation. With this change to the UPA, the pilot will now receive the
same pay as a pilot awarded pre-loaded training in their schedule, no less than three hours per
calendar day. (L.4)

PBS AND RECURRENT TRAINING BIDDING
MODERNIZATION

Q55     What is PBS Modernization?

A55     This is a complete rewrite of the PBS system to bring a modern, intuitive, and user-
friendly bidding system to our pilots. This has been an SSC priority to complete for many years.

Q56     What is the benefit of reducing travel days for recurrent training?

A56     Improving the credit value of each day of recurrent training is one of ALPA’s goals in
section six negotiations. Low credit days in PBS are harmful to the schedule construction,
because they only pay 3:45 per day instead of 5 for trips. By being able to remove travel days
this will reduce the impact of having extra days at that lower value.

AUGMENTATION OUTSIDE OF EQUIPMENT-BASE

Q57     Why are we modifying this provision (5-B-3)?

A57     In some situations the current UPA is more restrictive than the FAR in terms of
augmentation. If a crew on their LHR layover loses an FO/IRO due to illness and both pilots
agree, this will allow the pilots to agree to return home without augmentation for a flight that is
legal by FARs but illegal by UPA, like when the FARs allow 9 hours flight time but the UPA only
allows 8. If either of the two remaining pilots prefer not to waive the provision, then the company
will have to find a new FO/IRO to return. (L.6)

SECTION M: 37.5% INCREASE IN LONG TERM
DISABILITY (LTD) BENEFIT AMOUNT
Q58     If the company never uses any of the work reduction provisions in Paragraph I,
does the LTD benefit increase?

A58     No. The benefit only increases once the company uses any of the temporary work
reduction provisions found in Paragraph I. (R.9)

Q59     I am currently on LTD. Will my benefits go up in October 2021?

A59     No. Only qualifying claims with a disability date in or after the October 2021 bid period
would be eligible for this increased benefit.

Q60     What will be the monthly benefit be for a pilot whose date of disability occurs after
September of 2021?
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A60     Assuming the company uses the work reduction provisions in Paragraph I, the monthly
benefit will be up to $11,000 non-taxed income. (M)

Q61     Will this increase the amount we pay in LTD premiums?

A61     Yes, it is likely as the pilots are responsible for 35% of the funding. Until the actuaries
complete the costing we cannot say for sure what the increase will be. For pilots who are at the
cap already they can anticipate an increase of approximately $20 per paycheck.

Q62     Are these the only changes to LTD we were seeking in Section 6?

A62     No. We will still be seeking other improvements to the LTD plan in our continued Section
6 negotiations.

SECTION N: 5% PAY RAISE TRIGGER WITH 5%
PROFIT MARGIN

Q63     How is profit margin defined?

A63     Profit margin is defined as the quarterly income (profit) before taxes as reported by United
divided by total operating revenue. The LOA trigger will include each of the prior four quarters
(with cumulative total representing an annualize figure). For this calculation, special items, profit
sharing expense, and any share-based compensation is added to the pretax profit as
reported. Once again, the margin is taken by dividing the sum total of pretax profit (as adjusted
above) by total revenue. The resultant calculation made is expressed as a percentage (or
margin).

Q64    Won’t the company be able to manipulate the profit margin to prevent the pay
increase?

A64     No. This is the same metric we use every year to calculate profit sharing payout, and
there has never been a dispute about the result. (N)

Q65     How often has United had a pre-tax profit margin above 5%?

A65     United has reported a 5% margin every year since 2014 (this does not count the current
year). The last time United did not achieve a 5% pretax margin was in 2013.

Q66     Why are we measuring this each quarter on a rolling basis, not once a year?

A66     By doing this measurement on a quarterly basis, we have the potential advantage of
receiving the benefit of this trigger sooner if earnings improve.

SECTION O: MISCELLANEOUS

Q67     What is the importance of recalling all pilots prior to a merger?
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A67     Having no pilots on furlough at the time of a merger may be very valuable during a
seniority integration. It’s always better to enter a seniority integration with more active pilots. This
provision requires United to recall all furloughs before announcing a merger or acquisition. (O)

SECTION P: IMPACT ON PREVIOUS PROGRAMS

Q68     I took a ½ month COLA (or empty line program) to prevent furloughs, can I stay in
those programs?

A68     Yes. Pilots who took one of the programs in LOA 20-02 will be allowed to continue. (P)

Q69     I took a ½ month COLA (or empty line program) to prevent furloughs, can I get out
of those programs?

A69     Yes. Pilots who took one of the programs in LOA 20-02 will be allowed to back out of
them. Any Add pay that is part of those programs will be prorated based on completed months.
(P)

SECTION S: IMPACT OF ADDITIONAL
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

Q70     What happens if we agree to this LOA and then the government provides additional
support?

A70     If that scenario happens most of the temporary provisions, including the MPG reductions,
are suspended, but the permanent improvements are now part of the UPA. (S.1)

Q71     What prevents the company from turning down the CARES loan if we agree to
these work reductions?

A71     If United does not take the loan provided for in the original CARES Act, the no-furlough
restriction is extended until the December 2021 bid period. (S.3)

SECTION T: TERMINATION TRIGGERS
Q72     How many different ways can the temporary provisions be terminated?

A72     The LOA lists nine different triggers in section T that would terminate temporary
provisions. (T)

Q73     Is a firm end date any of those nine triggers?

A73     Yes. The LOA ends with the October 2022 bid period at the latest. (T.9)
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